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please receive my comments on manuscript number 2014/BJMMR/11175
CommentsThis is an interesting paper and I consider it deserves to be published after a few modifications. These aremy comments:

1. It is not common practice to use references in the abstract, since the readers of the abstract (i.e. areader searching in the Pubmed) will not have the opportunity to see the references but onlynumbers in the abstract. Omitting the references in the abstract means that the order of thereferences in the manuscript (main text) should be changed accordingly (ref no 4 should becomeref no 1)2. If any figures used in the manuscript come from another source, this should be clearly stated andthe authors should have the permissions for using the material (e.g figure 1, figure 2, etc). If thematerial is of free access without need for permissions, then probably the specific URL should beprovided.3. The authors should provide references for any statement or evidence-based knowledge they writeor present in the paper. For example: the authors write: “Such mutations are responsible for over 6000 human ………….morbidity andmortality.” : they should provide the relative references. The authors write: “Nevertheless, the recent national research fund of £3.1 million ….this fieldholds.”: the authors should provide the relative reference/source of this information. line 200, the authors write: “The Human Genome Project, ….., even in a draft form, and cost nearly $3billion.”: once again the relevant reference should be added.
3. line 176, the authors write: “One of the most significant clinical impacts of GWAS have been theircontribution…”: single number should be used (one of the most…has been)
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